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How To Write A Good Brief 

   

The result you will get depends partly on the brief you supply. The more detail you 

give the better the outcome should be.  How detailed the brief is also depends on 

the complexity and value of the job. The more money you are spending, the more 

important it is for you to get what you want. 

For example if you went to a builder and said “please build me a house”, you 

would get a different end product to if you told the builder you were a family of 4 

that enjoyed outdoor entertaining and tennis and you wanted a house that was 

light and airy, with 5 bedrooms and a study, an open plan living area and that 

looked like or blended in with the houses in the neighborhoods and you wanted to 

spend 200K and be in by Christmas… You are much more likely to get what you 

want.   

Below are the basic elements of a brief which can be tailored depending on what 

you are asking for.  For example if you are asking for someone to transcribe an 

audio, all you have to do is give them the format you want the transcription in and 

the audio and that’s it. Whereas a logo or website brief needs to be much more 

detailed. 

 

Specific title  

Eg create [wordpress or weebly] website for [www.yourwebsite.com] using [abc 

theme] 

Eg Create a [600x600 pixel] [jpg] logo for [company name] 

 

Budget and schedule. 

Fixed price or per hour – what is the overall budget? 

When do you need it by…?  

Note that this relies on you supplying all the relevant information and you being 

available for feedback.  

 

 

 

http://www.internationalcoachacademy.com/
http://www.yourwebsite.com/
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Delivery mechanism and marketing objectives. 

Eg the aim of this website is to [generate business leads or showcase additional 

products services to people who know the business name]. It needs to be mobile 

and tablet compatible. 

Eg the logo will be used on stationary, in social media so needs to look good in a 

square format and the writing can't be too small… 

 

Format. 

 

eg Website 

 Website page layout 

 Menu Heading [what are the menu and navigation heading….] 

 Slider [what are the slider images…] 

 2/3 1/3 columns with form and/or widgets in the 1/3 column 

 Social media links… 
 

 

Eg Logo 

 Size: 600x600 

 Colour Code: #C9C6C6 

 Font: Helvetica 12 

 Style: 3d / flat 

 
Business Cards, Brochures 

Describe any formatting issues for printing eg bleed lines, the format that the final 

product needs to me in eg jpg, pdf, word … ect 

 
What are you providing the designer with:  

 Colour codes  

 Font Styles if you have a preference 

 Any images 

 Any logins to website… 

 Website page layout 

 Website Copy 
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Description of target audience:  

Occupation, gender ratio, average age, nationality/location, psychological 

demographic, lifestyle preferences. 

 

Message objectives:  

Hierarchy of copy messages, treatment of headlines, body copy, visuals, product 

samples, call-to-action. 

 

Where to look for inspiration:  

Give brief examples of style / overall look you want the item to achieve. What 

aspects of the product or branding can be used as a starting point for the design? 

What feelings or metaphors reflect the spirit of your product or company? 

What websites, logos or designs do you like…? 
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